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Diplomas
delayed after
shipping
mishap

By Rochelle Beckel
@rochellebeckel
Some members of SJSU’s class of
2013 may not receive their diplomas
in a timely manner because about
100 of last year’s graduates had to
wait two weeks longer than usual to
receive their diplomas.
According to Andrei Ingalla, the
interim assistant registrar of undergraduate education, last year was the
first time some SJSU graduates had to
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wait longer than the usual four to six
weeks to receive their diplomas.
“When the diploma shipment
was received, one side of the shipping
box had been crushed,” Ingalla stated
in an email. “The impact caused irreparable folds and creases in approximately 100 of the diplomas inside.”
He stated the shipping box had
dropped and landed on its corner,
damaging the diplomas inside.
According to Ingalla, SJSU uses
an outside vendor called Jostens to

print its diplomas, which are ordered
in batches from Jostens every four
weeks once degrees are posted.
“To minimize the reprinting delays, we did ask Jostens to expedite
the production and delivery of the
diploma reorder,” Ingalla stated. “The
Registrar’s Office is also exploring
the possibility of printing diplomas
in-house but we are very early in that
process.”
Jephrey Rodriguez, a graduate
student in biomedical engineering,

said he thinks SJSU should print its
diplomas on campus to avoid waiting for documents to be transported
to school, although he said he doesn’t
think the delayed diplomas is a major
issue.
“I wouldn’t care as much as long
as the school transcripts and school
records showed that I graduated,” Rodriguez said.
According to University Regis-

SEE REORDER ON PAGE 2

FIRE

Two-alarm fire scorches 11th Street women’s shelter
By Chris Marian
@chrismarian1
Forty women and children were
displaced from their homes yesterday
afternoon when a fire scorched the
top floors of the three-story women’s
shelter on the corner of 11th and East
San Fernando streets.
According to Cpt. Cleo Doss of the
San Jose Fire Department, no one was
injured in the blaze.
Cpt. Doss said the first call came in
at 5:37 p.m. The first alarm was issued
at 5:40 p.m. and a second was added at
5:41 p.m.
By around 6:00 p.m. the billowing column of smoke was gone and
firefighters could be seen milling
about on the blackened third floor
balcony.
Cpt. Doss said, in the end, the fire
damaged both the third and second
floors and there was water damage on
the second as well.
Freshman pre-nursing major Brianna Murphy witnessed the blaze.
“The whole thing was up in flames.
It was really scary,” she said.
Murphy said she was impressed
with the emergency responders.
“They showed up really fast,” she said.
According to Cpt. Doss, the first
unit, one their utility vehicles, was
already in the area when the call
came in and was on the scene almost
instantly.
In the end, Cpt. Doss said 12 units
were on the scene, totaling up to 40
people.
Nohemi Bedolla, a freshman prenursing major, also witnessed the
blaze.
“The police were doing a good
job,” she said, also impressed with the

San Jose firefighters battle a blaze atop Inn Vision Villa yesterday on the corner of 11th and East San Fernando streets. Zach Toberman / Spartan Daily

SEE MORE PHOTOS ON PAGE 8
emergency services.
She was, however, irritated with
the behavior of her fellow civilians
and described cars blithely driving
through the emergency and people
acting as if the fire wasn’t even happening.

“Watching isn’t going to help anyone,” she said.
Freshman biology major Stephanie Gutierrez said she first saw the
black column of smoke in the distance.
“At first we thought it was Kappa

SUSTAINABILITY

SJSU celebrated Earth Day yesterday with food, booths from various
organizations and environmental
demonstrations from groups around
San Jose.
Demonstrations included how to
create hanging gardens by four male
members of the Environmental Resource Center Resource Conservation Group and a Native American
drum and dance performance by the
Smokey Bay Dancers and Singers.
The Resource Conservation
Group showed the audience of about
five people how to cut a rectangular
hole into a plastic bottle to make a
hanging garden.
“We just thought it would be really
cool to show people how to garden using
recycled materials,” said Kyle Santos, a
senior environmental studies major.
They then demonstrated how to
cut holes into the bottle and put a
string through it to allow the bottle to
hang by poking holes to outline where
to cut the rectangle.

Cross had been called to assist the displaced women and children, and the
company that runs the shelter was in
the process of relocating them to other
shelters in the area.
Chris Marian is the Spartan Daily
opinion editor.

ECONOMY

Campus groups
honor Earth Day
By Tessa Terrill
@tweetybirdtt

Sigma (again),” she said, referencing a
fire that happened at that house a year
ago.
She said she was immediately concerned with where the people who lived
in the shelter were going to go now.
According to Cpt. Doss, the Red

They showed the last step for making a hanging garden, which was to
pick a plant that is not too big and not
too small, put it into the bottle and
pack fertilizer around it.
From 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. the
Smokey Bay Dancers and Singers
from the Indian Health Center of
Santa Clara Valley did the jingle and
fancy shawl dances in traditional regalia, drummed and sang traditional
songs.
“We’ve all been dancing since we
were really young,” said world champion dancer Anecita Hernandez, who
participated in the dances.
Shawl dances are the most modern
type of dance in the powwow world,
she said.
She said it represents evolution
and the freedom of a butterfly and
the dance creates a sense of belonging
within the community.
“It’s probably the most entertaining dance to watch,” she said.
According to Hernandez, it is not
just about the dance, but they are also
taught to respect what they put into
their bodies.

She said these dances create a sense
of belonging within the community.
The jingle dance is a prayer for
healing, she said.
“It is supposed to promote health
and wellness and good energy,” she
said.
Both dances featured hopping and
twirling to various beats.
The audience was invited to participate in a dance that involved
everyone forming a circle and sidestepping to the music while holding
hands.
According to Hernandez, the regalia worn during the performance is
very modern, but still carries the traditional meaning.
Hers included a feathered headdress, and a multicolored dress with
hanging thread.
“Just like regular fashion, it
evolves over time,” she said.
All of the clothes are hand-made
by the dancer in their family and
this contributes to the idea of being more powerful as a collective,
she said.
She said they were performing to
remind people that everything is interconnected.
“A lot of people take one day to celebrate the Earth, but it’s an ongoing
thing,” she said.
Michael Andrew, one of the
drummers at the performance, said

SEE ECO ON PAGE 2

Graduate unemployment
rate rises to 8.8 percent
By Rochelle Beckel
@rochellebeckel
The Economic Policy Institute
reports that the unemployment
rate of recent college graduates is
at 8.8 percent, but graduating SJSU
students can remain hopeful about
their job prospects.
According to Daniel Newell, the
SJSU job development and marketing specialist, the Bureau of Labor
and Statistics reports that college
graduates who are at least 25 years
old with a bachelor’s degree or greater have an unemployment rate of
3.8 percent.
“(New college graduates are) only
going to be about two years away
from a 3.8 (percent) unemployment
rate,” he said. “Those first two years
is them getting experience in their
field, doing internships, getting
entry-level employment.”
Lucki Qin, a junior mechanical engineering major, said she’s
worried about finding a job after college because she feels that
she doesn’t have enough experience to be viewed as qualified to
employers.

“I think that with so many college students devoting most of their
time to schoolwork, rather than
internships and out of school work
experience, it’s harder for them to
find a job when they do graduate,”
she said.
According to the Economic Policy Institute report, the unemployment rate of college graduates is 8.8
percent, compared to 5.7 percent in
2007.
The report also stated that the
underemployment rate is 18.3 percent, compared with 9.9 percent in
2007.
“The definition of underemployment includes the officially
unemployed, people who want a job
and are available to work, but have
given up actively seeking work and
people who are working part-time
but want full-time jobs,” the Economic Policy Institute report states.
Newell said the report of an
8.8 percent unemployment rate is
likely referencing anyone who recently became a college graduate
and that SJSU students need to take

SEE JOBS ON PAGE 2
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Jobs: Concern should be good preparation Eco: Performances
include dancing
and urban wildlife
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into consideration the fact that the job market is consistently
improving.
“Here in the Silicon Valley, we’re growing jobs at (almost) the
fastest rate in the nation,” he said. “The only one that’s in competition with us (regarding) job growth is Austin, Texas.”
He said that what students need to be most concerned about
is adequately preparing for the competitive job market, postgraduation.
“You don’t start looking for a job or try to gain experience
when you graduate, you should be doing that while you’re in
school,” he said. “(You should have been) gaining experience since
your freshman year, trying to get internships, do activities at
school, projects, clubs, organizations, so that when you walk out
with that degree you have four years of doing something.”
He said because most internships are offered to juniors and
seniors, it would be beneficial for freshmen and sophomores to
volunteer and be proactive in clubs and organizations on campus
until they can procure an internship.
“Have as many different types of internships as you can, so
you have a diversified experience behind you and attend networking events,” he said.
According to the report, the wages of young high school graduates declined 12.7 percent and the wages of young college graduates decreased 8.5 percent between 2000 and 2012.
“For full-time, full-year workers, this represents a roughly
$2,900 decline in annual earnings for young high school graduates and a roughly $3,200 decline for young college graduates,”
the report stated.
Despite these decreasing wages and the financial burden that
the cost of a bachelor’s degree often imposes on college graduates,
it is a necessary expense that will pay off in the end, according to
Newell.
“It’s definitely worth it,” he said. “Regardless of how much
that college tuition is going to cost you, in the long run you’re going to make so much more money with that degree versus if you
just had a high school diploma.”
He said because America is becoming a high-skilled nation,
nearly every type of job requires its employees to be have a minimum of basic computer skills, which pushes more people to pursue a college education.
“You can no longer really get a good-paying job and not know
how to use a computer,” he said. “So now people who are trying to
make a decent living need to go back to school and get degrees and
get that technical training, or just get advanced training in general so they can get that next job.”
Ankit Sharma, a junior civil engineering major, said he thinks
unemployment is a reality students should be prepared for because it’s something that’s built into society.
“I feel that most college students are expecting to graduate
and immediately get a job in their field without considering the
fact that countless other people more qualified than them are already trying to fill those positions,” he said.

FROM PAGE 1

According to Newell, there are several plans being made to
create more local job opportunities in Silicon Valley, such as the
construction of the 49ers stadium and the BART extension.
“We (also) just got the new corporate airport approval,” he said.
“A section of San Jose airport is going to be just for corporate flights
... that’s going to (require) construction workers, they’re going to
need people to design (and) they’re going to need people to run it.”
Quarter three of this year (January, February and March) experienced a 16 percent increase in job openings from quarter three
of last year and a 36 percent increase in job openings compared
to this time last year through SpartaJobs, SJSU’s online source for
students to search for jobs, according to Newell.
“In the first three quarters, 39,341 job openings were posted
in SpartaJobs from (last) July to March,” Newell said. “So there
(are) more jobs in our database than there are students.”
Newell said the majority of these jobs are in the technology
field and that there has been a huge demand for jobs related to
cybersecurity, cloud computing, mobile devices, Internet and
software development.
“We’re seeing increases for business students and of finance
and accounting,” Newell said. “We’re seeing an increase in health
care-related professions, but for nursing it’s not local, it would
have to be outside of the Bay (Area).”
Caitlin Stueve, a junior communicative disorders and sciences
major, said she’s not surprised that the unemployment rate for
recent college graduates is 8.8 percent, but she’s also not worried
about finding a job after college.
“People paint this picture that you go to college, you get a
degree, you get out and immediately get your dream job and
live happily after, but I don’t think that’s very realistic,” she
said. “It’s a little scary being in college and knowing that there’s
a good chance you’ll be unemployed at graduation, but I’m not
worried.”
Rochelle Beckel is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Reorder: Graduates should
receive diplomas on schedule
FROM PAGE 1
trar Marian Sofish, SJSU has always outsourced the printing of its graduates’ diplomas.
Katie Tatnall, a senior sociology major
graduating in May, said she doesn’t think
that her or her fellow graduates need to
worry about receiving their diplomas later
than usual because it seemed to be a onetime thing.
“I would just want it in time to apply for
jobs so that if they happened to ask to see
my diploma I would have it to prove that I
got my degree,” she said.
According to Ingalla, there are only four
reasons why a student would not receive
their diploma.
One prevention would be if students did
not meet all of their individual graduation
requirements and a second would be if students have holds on their records, such as an

outstanding debt, that prevents the release
of a diploma, according to Ingalla.
He stated that a third prevention would
be if a diploma is lost through USPS and a
fourth would be if students provided an invalid diploma mailing address and caused
the diploma to be returned to the Registrar’s Office marked as “undeliverable.”
Sophomore math major Diana Orozco
said while it would be ideal to receive her diploma the day she expected to, the most important thing is that she receives it at some
point.
“You’re going to get it eventually but in
the end, it’s just going to be hung on the wall
or somewhere (else),” she said. “So I don’t
think it should be such a big deal that it was
mailed so late . . . but it would be nice to actually prevent it (from happening) next time.”
Rochelle Beckel is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

“the drum is the heartbeat
of the Native American
people.”
He said a lot of the Native American traditional
ways were lost, and a powwow, a gathering of Native
American people, is something all Natives have.
He said Native Americans are taught to take
care of their drums as they
would take care of their
grandfather.
Andrew was first taught
to play the drum when he
was eight by his father, he
said.
The Native American
drumming and dancing
performance was sponsored by the Society of the
Advancement of Chicanos
and Native Americans in
Science at SJSU.
Another special guest at
the event included a oneeyed red-shouldered hawk
named Jet at the Wildlife
Center of Silicon Valley
booth.
According to her handler, volunteer Valerie
Baldwin, 9-year-old Jet fell
out of a tree and cracked
her brow ridge.
Then Jet’s body slowly
absorbed the eye, Baldwin
said.
According to volunteer
docent Jean Higham-Sergeant, they were there to
raise wildlife awareness in
the area.
Not many people know
about the wildlife in the

urban area of San Jose, she
said.
She said many of the
patients that end up at the
center, an animal hospital,
are birds that have crashed
into windows or have been
poisoned.
“We are always looking
for volunteers,” she said.
According to Baldwin,
the bird was deemed unreleasable.
“We go to schools,
scouts and booths,” she
said.
According to Baldwin,
Jet was identified as a male
for many years until the
center figured out the bird
was female.
The celebration concluded with a performance
by local rock band Pounders.
At the end of the performance, members of the
band announced winners
of gift bags and the grand
prize of a bicycle.
According
Kristin
Thorpe, representative at
the Plato’s Closet booth, the
company sells recyclable
clothes.
She said she was a former park ranger and got
the opportunity to speak to
the founder of Earth Day.
“It was really inspiring,”
she said.
Earth Day is not about
doing something huge, but
about a bunch of people doing little things, she said.
Tessa Terrill is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

TECH MUSEUM
TICKET GIVEAWAY
Find the hidden phrase of the day in
ad in the Spartan Daily from April 23-25
Bring in at least one phrase to
Dwight Bentel Hall 209 I from 2-4pm
to be entered into a drawing to win
tickets to the Tech Museum’s

after hours

Today’s Phrase:

Need a lift
Must be an SJSU Student
21 or older to enter
Tower card required upon ticket pickup
After Hour events

Star Tech
May 2

Maker Shaker
June 6

for more info call 408-924 3270
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REVIEW

Yeah Yeah Yeahs stings listeners with ‘Mosquito’
By Anthony Nguyen
@Antnguyen87
Yeah Yeah Yeahs is back
on the indie rock scene with
their new album “Mosquito,”
released on April 16.
“Mosquito” is the band’s
fourth album and the ensemble is composed of vocalist and
pianist Karen O, guitarist and
keyboardist Nick Zinner and
drummer Brian Chase, all of
them from New York City.
This album’s theme is
unique and I’m still trying to
figure it out.
All of the lyrics from this
album are very concise, however, I felt that the production
needed some work on a few
songs.
For $5 on the Amazon MP3
store, you can purchase the album made up of 11 slow-paced
rock songs.
Yeah Yeah Yeahs fans can
expect “Mosquito” to have an
artsy feel like their past three
albums.

All of the
lyrics from
this album
are very
concise ...
The main difference between them and other bands
out there are Karen O’s vocals,
which work really well with the
theme of this band.
The biggest differences
between “Mosquito” and their

previous albums are the lyrics
and how this band is moving
forward.
The first single off this album is called “Sacrilege” and
has a chorus line which supports the hook of this song.
This song is about every
religion opposing any kind of
cheating.
Some of the lyrics are, “Fallen for a guy, fell down from
the sky / Halo round his head /
Feathers in a bed / In our bed,
in our bed.”
This single expresses raw
emotion and the listener will
be captured by the imagery
that the lead singer provides.
With the catchy chorus,
the song will make you want
to sing that part over and over
again.
Another song filled with
good imagery is “Mosquito.”
The lyrics are packed with
excitement along with buzzing noises: “I’ll suck your blood
/ Mosquito sing, mosquito cry
/ Mosquito live, mosquito die.”
This album is really well
done and it has surpassed my
expectations for it.
One song had a special artist that shines alongside lead
singer Karen O.
The song “Buried Alive”
featured guest artist Kool
Keith, also known as Dr. Octagon.
Some of the lyrics for this
song are: “Lights on the top
flash purple and green / Purple
and mean, rise with the vampires / Look over skies from a
high-rise.”
I feel that the rhymes need
more work, but the flow of the
song was OK.
Another good song from
this album is titled “Wedding

Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ fourth studio album “Mosquito” was released on April 16. Photo courtesy of artfist.org

Song,” which really captured
the beauty of composition.
The lyrics from song goes,
“In flames I sleep soundly /
With angels around me / I
lay at your feet / You’re the
breath that I breathe.”
I felt this song was a great
way to end this album and it

will give you something to
think about.
A few songs that didn’t
impress me were “Subway,”
“Slave” and “These Paths.”
I recommend this album
whether you are a Yeah Yeah
Yeahs fan or not.
It is a good album with an

artsy feeling — I’d give this
a listen.
This album should be listened to fully in one sitting
and not skipped through, because all the tracks are good
and your ears will be thankful.
If you don’t want to buy
the tracks on Amazon or

don’t have time to look up all
the individual tracks online,
you can listen to this album
on Spotify.
So what are you waiting
for? Give your ears a taste of
good, artsy rock.
Anthony Nguyen is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Distinguished jazz
instructor leaves
good memories with
colleagues and students
By Vince Ei
@Vince_the_Ei
Beloved jazz musician, composer
and instructor Frank Sumares, 73, died
Wednesday, March 28.
Jazz is hardly known for being structurally diligent or for predictability and neither was Sumares.
Instead, jazz thrives on eccentricity
and spontaneity, which are characteristics
Sumares was remembered for from most of
those he knew.
He is survived by his wife, Donna Lee
Sumares, and his five kids, Kathleen Bacon, Sheila Lane, Lisamarie Sumares, Jack
Sumares and Ernie Sumares.
Donna met Sumares, “the quirkiest
most fun man you would ever know,” in
October of 1962 when they both worked as
food clerks and got married on May 10 the
following year.
When going out to eat with family,
Sumares would ask the waiter to, “bring me
the book,” because according to Lane, “our
restaurant tabs read more like a book than
a check.”
In a jazz track, a screeching trumpet can
sound at any moment and can stop, or it can
go into a 90 second combination of notes
rapidly fluctuating in tone and bursts.
Often times, Sumares would reach into
his bag of quips and cracks at any moment
and show flashes of his humor.
Vinnie Rodriguez was a former student
turned drummer in Sumares’s professional
trio.
He recalled times Sumares said, “give
me a groove so big I could pull my beer
truck into it,” and would blurt out, “look at
the charts, farts!”

Lane said she remembered some of
his catchphrases such as “hipper than the
room” and on occasions where somebody is
being a jerk, “don’t be such a jooch.”
Sumares has written numerous articles
and books on jazz including a three part series called “Contemporary Jazz Piano from
Voicings to Improvisation.”
He is Professor Emeritus at Chabot College in Hayward and has been given several
awards including the Lifetime Achievement Award from the San Jose Jazz Society.
According to Joseph Frank, director of
the school of music and dance, Sumares
directed and played in jazz clubs from Yoshi’s in San Francisco to the Blue Note in
New York.
Sumares played clarinet, saxophone and
piano.
When he began playing at gigs after
coming back from his time in the Marine
Corps, more experienced musicians would
call him “the kid,” a nickname that stuck
for about a decade, Donna said.
To add to his remarkable career,
Sumares taught in the Jazz Studies program and directed the Sumares Jazz Combo
at SJSU.
Anthony Hu, a senior computer engineering major and former student of
Sumares, said he remembers a time when
Sumares was improvising on the piano in
class.
Some students did not know Sumares
was making up the notes as he went and one
of them asked him to play the piece again,
but Sumares said he couldn’t because he
didn’t remember the keys.
Donna said Sumares had the resources
to venture into New York or Los Angeles
early on to make a name for himself, but

Jazz instructor Frank Sumares plays the piano during a class session at SJSU in November 2012.
Stephanie Wong / Spartan Daily

chose a simpler life because that is what he
wanted.
He became an instructor because of advice
given to him by his mentors at Chabot, Gene
Graves and Elliott Charnow, recognized his
gift in teaching.
“His approach to teaching stressed fundamentals on your instrument ... and taking
pride in being a jazz musician,” Rodriguez
said.
Donna said some pieces of advice he would
give to his students were, “If you can’t kill ‘em
with technique, kill ‘em with taste,” and, “If
you are going to steal (musically), steal from
the best!”
“He was dedicated, inspirational and a
great mentor to all who came in contact with
his magnetic presence,” Frank said.
Drums are usually the loudest instruments in other genres of music and need to be
contained in a clear plexiglass shields, but the
snares and cymbals in most jazz songs sound
distant compared to other instruments.
At home, Donna said Sumares is usually
more introverted and shy around strangers
compared to his funny, outgoing demeanor
out in public.
When he wasn’t grading papers, he loved
working in his garden, a hobby Donna

attributes to his father, who also used to
garden.
He grew fava beans, kale, tomatoes and
just began growing garlic last year, according to Donna.
She and Sumares always wondered
about how tremendous the jam sessions
in heaven must be with the likes of Count
Basie on the keys, Miles Davis on trumpet
and countless others playing for eternity.
“The other day I thought to myself that
Frank is up there now checking out the action and as he walked into a session, Miles
says to Coltrane, ‘here comes the kid!’”
Vince Ei is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Raw Sewage in Mississippi River
By Tresa Baldas
McClatchy Tribune
ST. LOUIS — Raw sewage is running directly into
the Mississippi River from
a treatment plant because
two large lift pumps have
failed.
The untreated runoff is
from the Metropolitan St.
Louis Sewer District treatment plant at Bissell Point
in north St. Louis, where
three large pumps are intended to discharge treated
sewage when the Mississippi River gets high. But two
pumps failed Sunday, forc-

ing the district to let untreated water flow directly
into the river, a spokesman
said.
Lance LeComb, district spokesman, said the
remaining pump and a
backup pump allowed the
district to treat 145 million
gallons per day before discharge. But an additional
105 million gallons daily
is going untreated into the
Mississippi, he said.
LeComb said the Bissell plant has to use pumps
when the river reaches 2.5
feet over flood stage. The
river was at 35 feet Tuesday,

5 feet over flood stage, and
forecast to crest a half foot
higher Wednesday.
LeComb said crews were
trying to repair the pumps
but hadn’t determined the
cause of the failure. He said
the district had notified
the Missouri Department
of Natural Resources of the
problem.
He termed the environmental impact “negligible
because of dilution,” noting
that the river was running
past the plant Tuesday at
4.5 million gallons per second, or nearly 400 billion
gallons daily.

-

JOB FAIR

Hiring ALL hourly positions!

Bussers
Servers
Bartenders

YOUR
DESTINY
AWAITS

Dishwashers
Hosts / Hostesses

THE COLLEGE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
HEALTH SCIENCES • LEGAL STUDIES • PSYCHOLOGY • LIBERAL STUDIES
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION • LAW ENFORCEMENT LEADERSHIP

JFKU. edu

ATTEND AN OPEN HOUSE

800.696.5358

Friday, April 26
2pm - 6pm
Saturday, April 27 10am - 4pm

PLEASANT HILL I BERKELEY I SAN JOSE

An Afﬁliate of The National University System | www.nusystem.org. JFK University is a nonproﬁt University accredited by WASC .

© 2013 JFK University 12253

151 W. Santa Clara Street
TheFarmersUnion.com

SPORTS
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Colin Kaepernick
puts coordinators,
defenses on edge
By Matthew Barrows
McClatchy Tribune
SANTA CLARA – Colin
Kaepernick is a wanted man.
NFL coaches are going back
to school to figure out ways to
stop fleet-footed quarterbacks
like him.
They’re peppering pro prospects with questions about how
to thwart the spread offenses
that vexed them in 2012. And
they’re planning to draft speedy
tacklers and edge defenders who
can keep pace.
Naturally, Kaepernick wants
to stay a step – perhaps even two
– ahead of the defenses.
His seven weeks of training
outside Atlanta this offseason
included two weeks on the track
with sprinters Monica Hargrove and Avard Moncur and
long jumper Dwight Phillips.
The goal: teach the rising
49ers star the proper technique
and mechanics and make a
quarterback who in 2012 averaged a gaudy 6.6 yards a carry
and ran for five touchdowns in
the regular season even more
dangerous in 2013.
“Anything you can do to
get faster, any tips you can
take – you want to do it,” Kaepernick said.
Kaepernick played baseball,
basketball and football in high
school in Turlock, but he never
ran track. Still, the track stars
in Atlanta were impressed with
what they saw, especially how
hard Kaepernick was willing to
work in the NFL offseason.
At one point, he ran nine
consecutive 150-meter sprints

in 18 seconds or less, a surprise
to the sprinters on hand.
“I joked to him, ‘You must
be a good athlete because you
pick things up very well,’ “ said
Paul Doyle, who manages the
athletes at Doyle Sports Performance Center in Hiram, Ga.
“He absolutely can get faster.
He can improve. But we’re
starting from a very solid place
with him.”
Quarterbacks who can run
the read-option attack once
were an NFL novelty. Last year,
they officially became a trend.
Kaepernick, Seattle’s Russell
Wilson, Carolina’s Cam Newton
and Washington’s Robert Griffin III all averaged more than
five yards a carry, and Griffin led
all rushers in the league, running
backs included, by averaging 6.8
yards. a carry.
In the playoffs, Kaepernick
torched the Green Bay Packers
for 181 yards, an NFL rushing
record for a quarterback, and
two touchdowns.
Packers coach Mike McCarthy then dispatched his
defensive staff to Texas A&M
to study the read-option that
Kaepernick used against them.
The Packers visit the 49ers in
the season opener Sept. 8.
A week after the Packers
game in January, Atlanta held
Kaepernick to just 21 rushing
yards. But the Falcons paid so
much attention to him on outside runs that 49ers’ running
back Frank Gore gouged them
for 90 yards and two touchdowns up the middle.
Like the Packers, the Falcons
headed back to college – Clem-

Colin Kaepernick runs the ball in the fourth quarter against the Baltimore Ravens during Super Bowl XLVII at the MercedesBenz Superdome in New Orleans, Louisiana, Sunday, February 3. During the 2012-13 regular season Kaerpernick carried the ball
63 times for 415 yards, averaging 6.6 yards per carry, while also scoring six touchdowns in 13 games. Mark Cornelison / MCT

son – for tutorials on countering
read-option attacks.
“I know that our coaching
staff is going to spend a whole
lot of time on it because it could
be the wave of the future,” Falcons coach Mike Smith told the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
“I’m not saying that it will be,
but that it could be.”
The Falcons visit the 49ers
on Dec. 23.

NFL teams also are now
more interested in drafting
defensive players who are wellversed in stopping mobile quarterbacks in college.
Oregon linebacker Kiko
Alonso faced such an offense
every day in practice, and he
reported that NFL teams were
eager to pick his brain during
recent pre-draft interviews.
His advice: Defensive play-

ers must be disciplined in their
assignments, and they must be
fast enough to keep pace.
“Everyone’s got to run to
the ball,” said Alonso, who
participated in the 49ers’ pro
day Wednesday. “That was a
big thing they coached at Oregon – running to the ball all
day. I think that’s what helped
us out. Because we fared pretty
well against spread teams and

against our (Oregon’s) spread
team, which is probably one
of the best spread teams in the
country.”
Will defenses be able to
catch up with Kaepernick in
2013? That might depend on
whether the 49ers’ quarterback figured out a way to get
even faster.
“We’ll find out when we get
on the field,” Kaepernick said.
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Commentary: Sports provided no salvation for alleged bombers
By Jeff Jacobs
McClatchy Tribune
After a marathon that danced with
joy and ended in horror, surely we see
what sports can mean to a city.
By now, after pregame tributes
marked by an anthem singer’s fist
pumps and the most appropriate fbomb in New England history, yes,
we see how sports can serve as the
great stage to unite a region and lift
its spirit.
By now, we even have discovered that Neil Diamond, at age 72,
still could sound so good, so good,
so good.
Through a week of shock and
heartache, through this 21st century tableau of fear, social media suspense and ultimately a great degree
of relief, sports served as the backdrop for a city that loves sports, lives
sports, whose fandom runs the gamut from Puritan fatalism to pink-hat
vogue to radio call-in omniscience.
When Rene Rancourt put down
his microphone at “so proudly we
hailed” before the Bruins game
Wednesday night and allowed the
sellout crowd at TD Garden to complete the national anthem, “Boston
Strong” took on an especially powerful and profound meaning.
And when 35,152 fans at Fenway were rendered somber and reflective Saturday during a pregame
video montage of images that
spanned from Monday morning to
the nerve-wracking hours of Friday night — set to “Hallelujah” by
Jeff Buckley — David Ortiz grabbed
the microphone.
He grabbed an old town, lifted
it up.
Then he grabbed its heart and
lifted its spirit, too.
“This is our (expletive) city!” Ortiz said. “No one is going to take away
our freedom.”
There are times when Americans
come off as rowdy cowboys to the
rest of the world.

Neil Diamond surprises the crowd at Boston’s Fenway Park during the April 20th Red Sox game against the Kansas
City Royals with an unannounced appearance and sings ‘Sweet Caroline’ during the 8th inning. Faith Ninivaggi / MCT

There are times when we are
more yahoo than urbane, and it can
be embarrassing.
This was not one of those times.
Boston had been knocked to its
knees, terrorized. And now, in tune
with it sports culture, Boston collectively was rising, true, strong, once
more.
Hallelujah.
Yet as someone who has made
his living covering sports for 35
years, 29 of them in New England, as
someone who believes that athletics,
for all its warts and periodic shame,
holds a rightful place in the human
experience, there is another side of
this for me.
Others may hold no such unease.
Others may better connect the dots
of geopolitical and generational rage.

Others may not care about connecting the dots at all and would instead encourage me to call the Tsarnaev brothers subhuman cockroaches
and leave it at that.
Yet as someone who believes in
the Latin phrase “mens sana in corpore sano” and the Athenian code of
a sound mind in a healthy body, as
someone who believes in the power
what of sports can do for to a city and
for an individual, I am haunted that
the two suspected terrorists, particularly the younger brother Dzhokhar,
were athletes.
I do not count myself as one so naive and idealistic to chain myself to the
notion that sports builds character.
We have seen far too many examples
of men who spend a lifetime in sports
do stupid, violent and immoral things.

Yes, the discipline of sports helps
character. Yes, learning and experiencing teamwork helps. Yes, dealing
with victory and defeat helps.
Still, I have long subscribed to the
words of John Wooden, perhaps the
greatest coach in athletic history,
who said, “Sports do not build character. They reveal it.”
And that’s what strikes so deeply, remains so perplexing about
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev.
His older brother Tamerlin was
a Golden Gloves boxer of some note.
Having spent much of a week reading and watching this tragedy unfold, I can understand some of his
misguided rage.
But Dzhokhar is only 19. He’s two
years away from being a top wrestler
for Cambridge Rindge and Latin. He

Classifieds

was a Greater Boston League wrestling all-star. More than that, he was
the team captain for two years.
“He was a dedicated kid, and all
the kids loved him,” assistant coach
Peter Payack told the Boston Globe.
“We only name captains who are
good, but who also gain respect from
his fellow wrestlers. He had to be a
leader, and he had all those qualities.
He was one of my guys.”
Sports had revealed Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev’s young character, and it appeared to be impressive. Speaking to
Jenny Wilson of The Hartford Courant, his former teammates added to
that impression.
Sanjaya Lamichane talked about
how Tsarnaev would motivate him as
a wrestler. Peter Tenzin talked about
being involved with Tsarnaev in a Best
Buddies program that helped youngsters with learning disorders.
Is real character something that
must be mentored over time from
generation to generation and developed over many years? Or is it
more genetically determined than
any of us wish to believe?
In explaining why sports don’t
build character, University of Colorado sociologist Dr. Jay Coakley, in
his book “Sports in Society,” insists
we wrongly assume all athletes have
the same experiences in all organized
sports and that organized sports provide unique learning experiences not
available from other activities.
Maybe this is so. But what about
the young men who already are revealed to be of character to others? Is
it real or a charade?
“The true test of a man’s character,”
coach John Wooden once said, “is what
he does when no one is watching.”
When no one was watching, the
Tsarnaev brothers built explosives that
would kill three innocent young people.
When no one was watching, they
hatched an escape plan that ended
with the death of MIT police officer
Sean Collier.
That tells us something.
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1 Word in
French
restaurant
names
5 Sweater size,
say
10 One-time
Kremlin
dweller
14 Freeway
division
15 Bald eagle
nest
16 “Lilo &
Stitch” dance
17 Fine mount
18 Dylan’s “As
___ Out One
Morning”
19 Do as told
20 Top layer of
an organization, typically
23 Alternative
energy
choice
24 Squeak
remover
25 Boat
propeller?
28 67.5 degrees
on a compass (Abbr.)
29 Escapees
from Pandora’s Box
33 Bobby’s wife
on the original “Dallas”
35 Arctic and
Atlantic
37 Burden or
responsibility
38 Certain
source of
illumination

43 Use a fruit
knife on
44 Decorative
neckwear
45 At leisure
48 Needle
apertures
49 Sixth sense
52 Pen tip
53 Mountain
55 1,000
kilograms
57 Narc
62 Smilin’ Lisa
64 Coupe de
___
65 Icky or sticky
stuff
66 Name of
many Norwegian kings
67 Ring great
Griffith
68 Axlike
tool with
a curved
blade
69 How
thumbs are
twiddled
70 Stock
without face
value
71 “... ___ the
twain shall
meet”

DOWN

1 Part of a
contract
2 “NCIS” star
Mark
3 Pave the
way for
4 Striped critter
5 Crossjack,
e.g.
6 Act like a
baby

7 Paperhanger’s
computation
8 Slang
9 Deliver a
tirade
10 You, in the
Bible
11 Court
summons
12 Beverage
with fish
and chips,
perhaps
13 Sunshine
unit
21 Susan Lucci
role
22 Ending with
“pay” or
“Motor”
26 Target of a
college
fund-raiser
27 Speak
hoarsely
30 Potok’s “My
Name Is
Asher ___”
31 Not of the
clergy
32 Sleep
soundly?
34 Shed, as skin
35 Nabisco
best-seller
36 Overwhelm
with humor
38 Current
about
39 Past midnight
40 Court-martial setting
41 Wife without
in-laws?
42 There’s no
accounting
for it

46 Down in the
dumps
47 One and
one, side-byside
49 Write, as
computer
programs
50 Alarm clock
button
51 Effervescent
doctor?
54 First-class, in
slang
56 Hammond
product
58 The blue of
many blazers
59 Cut out, as a
coupon
60 Casa kitchen
crock
61 Change
directions
suddenly
62 Pronoun for
Miss Piggy
63 “... at the ___
ball game!”
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Responding to violence
It’s been more than
a week since the tragedy at the Boston Marathon and many are
still glued to any and
all news for the latest
developments.
As a journalism
student, I am one of
the many following
Angela Medina’s
this event. Day after
column appears
day, I’ve followed deevery Wednesday
velopments such as the
suspects’ identities,
when they were detained by law enforcement,
the types of explosives they used and the possibility that they may have been affiliates of a
larger organization.
The mainstream media continues to draw
viewers with their around-the-clock coverage

and blown-up front-page images of either the
suspects or the victims of the explosions.
It’s a major story that’s worthy of attention,
but calling so much attention to the story also
heightens the fear of other similar threats.
With more of these types of tragedies occurring, should we be so fearful and cautious,
or do we just accept the fact that these tragedies are going to happen?
Deciding how to respond to these now frequent attacks may seem simple enough, but
it’s more complicated than that.
Obviously if your city is in a lock-down,
then by all means, be cautious. But as a nation,
should we let these incidences affect our everyday lives so much?
I’m not suggesting we treat Boston as an
isolated incident. In fact, there are many other
recent events that rattle our comfort in nonthreatening public places.

Senate displays act of cowardice
Senators are public servants.
We elect them to represent the
interests of the people in congress.
A week ago, members of
the Senate, in a shocking act of
cowardice and betrayal, showed
us all that they are not quite the
public servants they pretend to
be.
They showed us that protecting their careers from the
gun lobby was more important
than protecting the people.
On April 17, the last vestige
of any kind of rational effort
to improve gun control in this
country was shot down in the
Senate by senators fearful of
the National Rifle Association.
President Obama called it “a
pretty shameful day for Washington.”
The measure in question
would have expanded background checks of gun buyers to
include things such as private
online sales and gun shows.
It was a very popular measure and was widely expected
to pass. According to a Pew Research Center report early in
the year, 85 percent of Ameri-
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The Boston Marathon bombing is another
example of danger in seemingly non-threatening places.
If only for a short while, James Holmes’
shootings in a Colorado movie theater proved
how even attending a blockbuster hit can have
the potential to be . Similarly, from Columbine
to Sandy Hook, schools have proven to not
be immune to such violence. Now, the Boston Marathon is an example of these types of
threats infiltrating sporting events.
Plus, the Boston Marathon bombing’s timing reinforces this fear. It seems to have occurred completely unexpectedly. Who would
have thought bombs would have gone off near
the finish line of the Boston Marathon? It was
the last thing anyone would have expected.
Not to mention, the type of bombs used
in Boston were homemade, using a pressure
cooker, which is shocking already but demonstrates how easy it is to create such destruction.
The fact is many can Google or look up on YouTube instructions for these types of explosives,
among other things.
With these recent occurrences, it seems fair
to be cautious, but where do we draw the line
between cautious and borderline paranoid?
Should we be overly cautious in the first place
or just accept that these things are going to
happen?
Will I encounter this sort of threat the next
time I go to a movie theater or sporting event?
No. But do I question my safety after following
events like the Boston Marathon bombing? I
can’t help it.
Those who set out to commit these attacks
were able to accomplish much more than their

Second Amendment rights.
If that were the case, then
we’ve been doing so since 1993
with the passage of the Brady
Handgun Violence Prevention
Act.
In fact, expanding the Brady
background checks at gun
shows and private sales would
simply be closing loopholes in
existing policy — putting the
teeth back into legislation we’re
already agreed upon.
There is a loophole in the act
that allows non-licensed sellers to avoid using background
checks.
Unfortunately, I suspect
the gun lobby opposes closing
this loophole — that allows nonbackground check sales at gun
shows and online — because
it would hurt the sales of gun
manufacturers.
It seems to me a tacit admission that they are, in fact,
providing weapons to people
with criminal backgrounds and
mental problems, and that this
is less important to them than
profit.
Pro-gun figures have said
that criminals do not submit to
background checks.
Well it’s because they have
ways to purchase weapons
where they don’t have to, and
unfortunately that still includes gun shows and private
online sales as options, among
other more traditional ways to
illegally acquire weapons.
An undercover operation
conducted by the city government of New York at gun shows
in Ohio, Tennessee and Nevada
revealed that 63 percent of gun
show sellers were willing to sell
to individuals who told them
they could not pass a background test.

crimes alone.
The fear that’s instilled post-attack can coerce people to live fearfully and raises concerns
of increased national security.
A perfect example of this type of coercion is
the aftermath of 9/11. The country stayed in a
panic after the 9/11 terrorist attacks. National
security amplified, both here and abroad. We
even went to two wars because of this fear.
Moreover, the fear carried over to how
many traveled and their perception of some
ethnic communities.
Where is the line drawn between an appropriate level of security after a crisis and being
excessive? Am I going to be afraid when I go
to school, or attend sporting events or movies
from now on? Probably not.
I would place partial responsibility of this
fear on the mainstream media. Sure, they are
doing a duty in placing a spotlight on the issue,
but their sensationalized storytelling reinforces fear and can detract from the actual facts.
Sure, the story’s interesting, but constantly
(and strategically) placing it in the headlines
only magnifies the drama and fear.
We obviously accomplish nothing by being afraid every place we go. I don’t think I
should question everywhere I go and everyone
I’m surrounded by. However, with the recent
large-scale attacks, I sometimes think I’m not
cautious or conscious enough of potential
threats.
I don’t think I should be as fearful as the
media would have me be, but the appropriate
response remains unclear to me.
Angela Medina is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
Follow her on Twitter @Angela_m514.

If I turned to crime or
murder, I would know exactly
where to go for guns.
The gun lobby and their
allies have said the measure
would result in some kind of
vaguely defined national firearms registry.
In fact, there is very specific
language in the measure that
would prohibit such a thing.
It’s an obvious appeal to a
section of the GOP’s paranoid
and powerful base — singing to
the choir, as it were.
It’s an outright and morally
criminal lie, obviously not intended for the mainstream, but
it did put more internal pressure on Republican politicians.
Gun lobbyists and pro-gun
politicians have said that expanding background checks
would not have stopped the
Sandy Hook massacre.
Of course it wouldn’t. The
weapons used by the perpetrator were purchased legally by
his mother.
This national discussion on
gun control might have been
triggered by Sandy Hook, but
it’s grown into a discussion of
gun violence in America as a
whole.
This is not about going back
in time to past shootings, this is
about preventing shootings in
the future.
No, this measure would not
have stopped gun violence cold
in America. It might not even
have a great effect, but isn’t
even a little enough?
Criminals could still have
gotten weapons illegally, but
wouldn’t inhibiting the flow
of weapons even a little bit be
worth it?
Opponents of the measure
have not been able to produce

a rational and compelling argument against the measure,
and so for me, and the apparent
majority like me, the question
becomes: Why not?
Why not put (apparently
willing) gun owners through
just a little more paperwork if it
can help prevent even a fraction
of the tens of thousands of killings in the country every year.
We may never know how effective this measure might have
been, but we know the danger
of the status quo — a status quo
that these senators in question
have to protect in service to
none but themselves.
Gabrielle Giffords is a wellknown former member of the
U.S. House of Representatives,
who survived being shot in the
head in mass attack by a young
man who should never have
had a gun.
In an article for the New
York Times, the former representative had choice words for
these senators: “They looked at
these most benign and practical
of solutions, offered by moderates from each party, and then
they looked over their shoulder
at the powerful, shadowy gun
lobby — and brought shame
on themselves and our government itself by choosing to do
nothing.”
Giffords goes on to implore
these senators’ constituents to
see them out of office.
It’s a sentiment I share.
Members of Congress
whose allegiance to their people
comes so much, and so spectacularly, into question have
no place in the hallowed halls of
the capitol.
Chris Marian is the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor. Follow him
on Twitter @ChrisMarian1.
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FIRE

Above: A team of firefighters examine a portion of the damage done to Inn Vision Villa’s roof and
balcony. Zach Toberman / Spartan Daily

Left: A firefighter uses a pick to pull apart debris while another attempt to squelch the fire with a
hose. Zach Toberman / Spartan Daily

Below: A firefighter steps over a hose while police block off 11th Street near Inn Vision Villa. Zach
Toberman / Spartan Daily

